Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. are you takeing your lunch today? asked sally
________________________________________________________________________

2. bobs phone are broken and worthful
________________________________________________________________________

3. Combine the sentences below to make one sentence. Write the new sentence.

   Laci goes to gymnastics. Braelynn goes to gymnastics.
________________________________________________________________________

4. Write the plural form of the words below.

   baby ____________        couch ____________       truck ____________
________________________________________________________________________

5. Circle the root words below. Underline the suffixes or prefixes.

   s i n g i n g          d i r t y          q u i e t  l y          p r e p a y
________________________________________________________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we goed to the movies last night
________________________________________________________________________

2. diary of a worm is a good book
________________________________________________________________________

3. Write the past tense form of the verbs below.

   go ____________          do ____________          skip ____________
________________________________________________________________________

4. Circle the helping verb. Underline the action verb.

   Elijah was playing a game last night.
________________________________________________________________________

5. Write the word that goes with the abbreviation.

   Oct. ____________        Mon. ____________        Aug. ____________
________________________________________________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. callie's feet hurt after she playd soccer

2. let's read the mouse and the motorcycle said landon

3. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   You __________ doing a great job!

4. Write the plural form on the line next to each word.
   mouse __________          woman __________            child __________

5. Write the past tense form of the verbs below.
   see __________          say _____________          tell __________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. kiersten's teeths were hurtin

2. we found where the wild things are in maya's room

3. Combine the two sentences into one with and, but, or, or so.
   Alli didn't do her homework. She didn't get to play at recess.

4. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   The kids __________ excited to go on the fieldtrip yesterday.

5. What is your favorite book?
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

our teacher telled us we was going to read a story
the name of the story is the secret garden, she sayed. we will read
the first chapter today
the childs were excited to hear it

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. kelsey sayed the childs were not behaving

2. ms laut got make way for ducklings at the library

3. Write the past tense of the words below.
go _______  do _______  say _______  tell _______  see _______

4. Write the plural form of the words below.
fish _______  sheep _______  mouse _______  goose _______

5. Add s, ed, and ing to the word in ( ). Write the answers below. (like)
____________________  ______________________  ___________________